
3. The problem of gradient weight
Pirahã has 5 tiers of weight: KVV>GVV>VV>KV>GV (K=unvoiced C; G = voiced C). Stress on the rightmost heaviest syllable within
the final 3 syllables (Everett 1988). A version of WSP that captures this hierarchy should penalize heavier unstressed syllables more 
than lighter unstressed syllables. For explicitness’ sake, I implement this using the stringently related WSP constraints below.

WSP.KVV: one violation for every unstressed KVV. WSP.CVV: one violation for every unstressed KVV or GVV. WSP.(C)VV: one 
violation for every unstressed KVV, GVV, or VV. WSP.notGV: one violation for every unstressed KVV, GVV, VV or GV.

These constraints plus ALIGNR cannot produce the Pirahã stress system. Since a penultimate KVV syllable attracts stress away 
from a final GVV syllable, a preantepenultimate KVV syllable is incorrectly predicted to attract stress away from an 
antepenultimate GVV syllable, as in both cases the difference in ALIGNR violations is 1. The tableau illustrates the problem: a. 
requires that w(WSP.KVV) > w(ALIGNR), but b. requires that w(WSP.KVV) < w(ALIGNR). (Accents denote high tone, not stress.)
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1. Overview
Background (part 2): In many languages, stress is limited to a 3-syllable window at the edge of the word. OT requires special 
mechanisms to account for these. But HG easily produces 3-syllable windows, just using gradient ALIGN (Pater 2009).

The problem (parts 3 and 5): The simple ALIGN-based HG analysis of 3-syllable windows does not extend to languages with 
gradient weight (like Pirahã) or antepenultimate default stress (like Standard Literary Macedonian).

Possible solutions (parts 4 and 6): The gradient weight problem can be solved using an exponential ALIGN whose action is identical, 
within OT, to that of standard (linear) ALIGN. In HG, exponential ALIGN accounts for Pirahã. Exponential distance scaling alone 
doesn’t solve the antepenultimate default problem (contra Inkelas and Wilbanks 2018); but adding a final-foot extrametricality 
constraint allows the exponential ALIGN analysis to extend to Macedonian.

Conclusion (part 7): The familiar ALIGN-based HG analysis only accounts for one particular type of 3-syllable window system 
The existence of 3-syllable windows should not, therefore, be taken as favoring HG. It remains an open question whether HG 
is indeed better than OT at accounting for the full range of possible 3-syllable window systems.

2. Background: The claim that 3-syllable windows favor HG over OT 
3-syllable stress windows are well-attested, and Optimality Theory (OT) analyses require dedicated mechanisms targeting 3-syllable 
units (see Kager 2012). But Harmonic Grammar (HG) can produce 3-syllable windows without such mechanisms (Pater 2009): 

ALIGNR: assign one violation for every syllable to the right of the main stress
WSP (WEIGHT-TO-STRESS PRINCIPLE): assign one violation for every unstressed heavy syllable

It has therefore been claimed that the existence of 3-syllable windows can be taken as favoring HG over OT (Pater 2009:1017-1018):

“there are, in fact, attested three-syllable windows (e.g., in Macedonian: Comrie, 1976; and Pirahã: Everett & Everett, 1984), and 
these cannot be generated by OT rankings of the set of constraints for stress in Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) and 
McCarthy and Prince (1993) … One might take the ability of HG to account for them as a positive result”

Problem: the ability of HG to account for one particular type of 3-syllable window system with these two constraints does not 
imply that all 3-syllable window systems – and in particular, Macedonian and Pirahã – can be accounted for in this way.

/CVV.CV.CV/ WSP
w = 2.5

ALIGNR
w = 1

H

☞ 'CVV.CV.CV 0 -2 -2

CVV.CV. 'CV -1 0 -2.5

/CVV.CV.CV.CV/ WSP
w = 2.5

ALIGNR
w = 1

H

'CVV.CV.CV.CV 0 -3 -3

☞ CVV.CV.CV.'CV -1 0 -2.5
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a. /hi.bi.gí.káo.báa/ ‘he fell’ ALIGNR WSP.KVV WSP.CVV WSP.(C)VV WSP.notGV

☞ hi.bi.gí.'káo.báa -1 0 -1 -1 -2

hi.bi.gí.káo.'báa 0 -1 -1 -1 -2

b. /hi.koa.bái.pá.há/ ‘he died’ ALIGNR WSP.KVV WSP.CVV WSP.(C)VV WSP.notGV

hi.'koa.bái.pá.há -3 0 -1 -1 -4

☞ hi.koa.'bái.pá.há -2 -1 -1 -1 -4

4. A solution to the gradient weight problem: exponential ALIGN

In OT, the effect of the constraint below is identical to ALIGNR: stress further left is worse.

10ALIGNR: assign 10n violations if there are exactly n syllables to the right of the main stress

In HG, it solves the gradient weight problem, since preantepenultimate stress’s worseness 
than antepenultimate stress exceeds antepenultimate stress’s worseness than final stress.

/hi.koa.bái.pá.há/ 10ALIGNR

w=0.006
WSP.KVV

w = 1
WSP.CVV

w = 1
WSP.(C)VV

w = 1
WSP.notGV

w = 1
H

hi.'koa.bái.pá.há -1000 0 -1 -1 -4 -12

☞ hi.koa.'bái.pá.há -100 -1 -1 -1 -4 -7.6

hi.koa.bái.pá.'há -1 -1 -2 -2 -4 -9.006

5. The problem of antepenultimate default stress
In Standard Literary Macedonian, stress is antepenultimate except in loanwords with lexical 
stress. Lexical stress is only realized if it is within the final 3 syllables of the word. Thus 
stress reverts to the antepenultimate default in ‘the consumers’ (Kager 2012:1457):

a. ad.vo.'kat ‘lawyer’ → ad.vo.'ka.ti.te ‘the lawyers’
b. kon.zu.'ma.tor ‘consumer’ → kon.zu.ma.'to.ri.te ‘the consumers’

This challenges the claim that an ALIGNR approach to windows in HG can obviate appealing 
to a dedicated mechanism targeting 3-syllable units. Macedonian, with its antepenultimate 
default, still requires such a mechanism. ALIGNR favors final, not antepenultmate, stress.

6. A non-solution and a solution to antepenultimate default stress
6.1. A non-solution: exponential distance scaling

Inkelas and Wilbanks (2018) analyze Macedonian using constraints somewhat similar to 
my 10ALIGNR. They propose that the antepenultimate default arises from the interaction of 
distance-scaled *STRESS constraints, one relativized to the L edge and one to the R edge:

*STRESS-R: assign 1.7548224302216895n violations if the stressed syllable is nth-rightmost
*STRESS-L: assign 1.4128649746767603n violations if the stressed syllable is nth-leftmost

(paraphrased from I & W 2018). But this makes incorrect predictions, e.g. in 5-syllable 
words, antepenultimate stress (-8.22) scores worse than penultimate (-7.06). This general 
approach isn’t viable because the antepenult is not a fixed distance from the left edge.

6.2. A solution: final-foot extrametricality (thanks to Rachel Walker for suggesting this)

See below. (Note that in OT, these constraints cannot produce a 3-syllable window.)

N(ON)F(INALITY+)T(ROCHEE): one violation if the main stress is in the final 2 syllables

/kon.zu.'ma.to.r(i.te)/ FAITH-STRESS

w = 1.5
10ALIGNR

w = 0.002
NFT
w=1

H

kon.zu.'ma.to.ri.te 0 -1000 0 -2

kon.zu.ma.to.ri.'te -1 -1 -1 -2.502

☞ kon.zu.ma.'to.ri.te -1 -100 0 -1.7

☞ kon.zu.'ma.tor 0 -10 -1 -1.02

kon.'zu.ma.tor -1 -100 0 -1.7

7. Conclusion
The simple ALIGN-based analysis of 3-syllable windows in HG does not account for Pirahã 
or Macedonian. But using 10ALIGNR, these systems can still be accounted for in HG without 
mechanisms specifically targeting 3-syllable units. Further examination of the typology of 
3-syllable windows is needed to decide whether HG can avoid such mechanisms entirely. 

Ask me about possible applications of similar constraint interactions to other phenomena.


